
 

MEPs call for solidarity and measures to prevent
Covid19 crisis in refugee camps
 

The situation of refugees in Greece calls for a concerted EU response to avoid a Covid-
19 outbreak, according to MEPs on the civil liberties committee.
 
As Europe grapples with the challenges of the coronavirus crisis, concern is also growing over
the living conditions of asylum-seekers in camps on the Greek islands.
 
The situation at the Greek-Turkish border escalated at the beginning of March when Turkey
opened its borders to asylum seekers and refugees by breaking the 2016 migration pact with
the EU.
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Migrants who arrived on the island of Lesbos waiting to board a Greek navy ship in Mytilene ©Costas Baltas/Reuters/Adobe Stock
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https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/headlines/world/20200305STO74150/meps-call-for-de-escalation-of-migration-situation-with-turkey


In a virtual meeting, the civil liberties committee discussed the current border situation and the
need to avoid this humanitarian crisis turning into a public health issue with the Greek
government. Representatives from the European Commission, Frontex and the EU’s
Fundamental Rights Agency joined MEPs in stressing the importance of solidarity and the unity
of the European Union to help mitigate the growing crisis.
 
Measures in place
 
Together with member states and EU agencies, the Commission has set up an emergency
contingency plan, regularly monitors the situation and has adopted new measures.
 
Two rapid border interventions were launched, additional border guards have been deployed
and Greece activated the Civil Protection Mechanism, resulting in more than 90,000 items of
assistance to the camps being giving to Greece by EU countries.
 
All migrants arriving in the hotspots undergo a mandatory health check. Newly arrived and
rescued people are kept in separate areas until their medical screening has been completed.
 
The Commission has allocated a budget of €350 million in continued support for Greece, where
most of the refugees and migrants arrive, €50 million of which will be for medical care.
 
After receiving a health check, 1,600 unaccompanied minors currently staying in the hotspots on
the islands will be relocated to other EU countries:, namelyGermany, France, Portugal, Finland,
Lithuania, Croatia, Ireland and Luxembourg. Some will be travelling to Luxembourg next week.
 
With the support of the International Organization for Migration and Frontex, a voluntary scheme
has been set up to encourage people to go back to their home countries.
 
More support needed 
 
Notis Mitarachi, the Greek Minister for Migration and Asylum, said that many special measures
had been taken to prevent a Covid-19 outbreak in the camps on the islands, but that more
support was needed.
 
MEPs called for more support, accommodation facilities and medical equipment, extending
relocations to families, extending existing asylum deadlines and considering doing interviews
virtually.
 
The Commission has proposed an additional budget of €350 million for the construction of new
camps on the mainland in Greece and new apartments, which will require approval from
Parliament.
 
Margaritis Schinas, Commission Vice-President for Promoting the European way of life, said it
was imortant to stick to our values and respect fundamental human rights and EU law. He
added that the EU should also continue its work on the New Pact on Migration and Asylum, set
to be presented in the coming months.
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https://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/libe/home/highlights
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/legislative-train/theme-promoting-our-european-way-of-life/file-a-new-pact-on-migration-and-asylum


Find out more
Watch the video of the committee meeting
Refugees on Greek islands: MEPs urge evacuation of camps to prevent spread of Covid-19
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https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/libe-committee-meeting_20200402-1000-COMMITTEE-LIBE_vd
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20200323IPR75632/refugees-on-greek-islands-urgent-evacuation-to-prevent-spread-of-covid-19

